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In silico methods are being widely used for identifying substrates for various kinases 

and deciphering cell signaling networks. However, most of the available phosphorylation site 

prediction methods use motifs or profiles derived from a known data set of kinase substrates 

and hence, their applicability is limited to only those kinase families for which experimental 

substrate data is available. Therefore it is necessary to develop structure based approaches, 

which do not require training using experimental substrate data.  

We have developed  a  novel  structure  based  approach for  predicting  substrates  of 

protein  kinases  (1).  The putative  substrate  peptides  are  modeled  in  the substrate  binding 

pockets  of  kinases  using  the  available  crystal  structures  of  kinase-peptide  complexes  as 

templates. The binding energy of these peptides in complex with the kinase are evaluated 

using a residue based statistical pair potential derived by Betancourt and Thirumalai (2). We 

have carried out detailed benchmarking of this approach on the experimental data available in 

the Phospho.ELM database (3) and compared our results with those from a number of other 

phosphorylation site prediction tools.  Our results indicate that, the structure based method 

developed in this work can predict more than 60% of the experimentally identified substrates 

for 10 protein kinases. The prediction accuracies for PKA, PKB, PKG, and PDK were well 

above 70% with PKG having the highest prediction accuracy of 81.5%. The other kinase 

groups for which our approach   showed good prediction accuracy were ChK, CK2, DAPK, 

ROCK, and MAP3K. Our approach also outperformed all other prediction tools for PKG, 

PDK,  ChK,  CK2,  DAPK,  ROCK,  and  MAP3K.  We  also  carried  out  receiver  operating 

characteristic  (ROC)  curve  analysis  for  analyzing  the  robustness  of  our  structure  based 

prediction approach. The area under curve (AUC) values for these 10 kinases ranged from 

0.681 (MAP3K) to 0.838 (PKG).  It is encouraging to note that, the prediction accuracy of 

our method is comparable to other sequence based methods like GPS, PPSP, SCANSITE and 

NetPhosK,  even  though  it  does  not  use  any  experimental  phosphorylation  site  data  for 

training unlike sequence based methods. 

We have also demonstrated that, percentile score of the true phosphorylation site can 

be further improved by using a multi scale approach.  In this approach, high scoring peptides 
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short listed by initial pair potential based screening are re-ranked by evaluating their binding 

energy using all atom MM/PBSA energy function.  Interestingly such multi scale approach 

has also given interesting results in case of MHC-peptide recognition (4) and can in principle 

be extended to other systems involving peptide recognition modules (PRM) like PTB, PDZ 

and WW etc.    
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